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Timeless inspiration

with Fall/Winter

collection
F

ew people need introduction to
Dinesh Chandrasena. Sitting
down with Dinesh to discuss a
venture that has “ready to wear” written on it was exciting and insightful.
Dinesh may have gained international
repute designing for celebrities such as
Halle Berry and Sandra Bullock, but

T

Bukhary Muslim Grand feast

he Haddab Rathib, Bayan and Ziyarath Ceremony at the Shrine of Ash Shaikh Ashraff
Waliyulla will take place on tomorrow April 20
after Isha prayers with the grand feast to be held on

the following day April 21 at 9.30am at Ketchimalai,
Beruwela. The Thamam programme will be from
9.30am to 10.30am and will be broadcast live on
SLBC.

Thushari & Pradeep

tie the knot
T

alented photo journalist Pradeep Nishantha
Herath who is also a much sought-after
musician and vocalist tied the knot with
Thushari Tillekeratne on March 23. The wedding
was held at Hotel Fountain Gate, Victoria, Australia. The bride’s make up was done by Raneesha
while the floral arrangements were handled by
Rebecca. Pictures courtesy Dimi.

Pradeep sharing his love for Thushari with his
music

With family

The couple with actress Gayani Gisanthika and her husband Music
Director Tharupathi Munasinghe and actor Srinath Maddumage

The couple shaking the leg with friends

this project, designing high end, high
‘street chic’, is truly dear to Dinesh's
heart.
As the creative and highly motivated
designer for the Red Banana brand,
Dinesh not only has worked closely
with global trends and innovation, but
drawn on personal inspirations of
world travel and art to create a rich
pallete and timeless silhouettes. The
Fall/Winter 2013/14 collection from
Red Banana was showcased at Pure
London, during London Fashion week
and also at Zip Zone during Paris Fashion Week.
“The response has been wonderful,
and the feedback amazingly candid,
and positive” said Dinesh.
The collection of Women's wear and
Men's wear are anchored in bespoke
quality tailoring and the Fall Florals
print designed exclusively for Red
Banana was an instant hit. “The
T-shirts, dresses and scarves with the
print drew much attention from buyers
and media” Dinesh confided. The
photo shoot for the PR/Press/Promo
campaign was shot in London on January 28 with the stars of the shoot being

Socialite and model Olivia Inge with
Actor/Author and former Stade Francais Rugby player Raphael Poulain.
“The stars of the shoot showcased a
wonderfully languid and sophisticated
mood, showing the classically inspired
collection at its best, as you would see
in the images and the video too”,
Dinesh said. Right now as Dinesh progresses to the Spring/Summer 2014
collection, which shall be photographed soon in London, Dinesh
promises more delectable offerings to
the Red Banana clients.
The World of Red Banana brings
together design, desire and functionality in its purest form. Giving their clientele the finest pieces in each of their
collections, forming the perfect union
between ‘Must haves’ and ‘Need to
have’ with connectivity to Global chic
as the collections are related to international trends and themes, moving
forward to always ensure that the RB
clients are Premier. Each season they
offer multiple choices that are relatable
to each other and can also be Incorporated into a clients wardrobe as ‘accent’
or ‘highlight’ pieces.

Metropolis Management
Meet 2013
T
he global team of Metropolis
gathered in Sri Lankan for
their Management Meet last

month. A dinner and award ceremony was held at the Mount Lavinia
Hotel where the Sri Lankan partner

Nawaloka Metropolis Laboratory
received an award. Pictures by Sarath
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